The encryption standards such as DES (Data Encryption Standard), AES (Advanced Encryption VoIP (voice over internet protocol) is a one of the best technology available for voice communication which has the potential to completely rework the world's cellular systems.
Introduction
Encryption is used to protect the confidentiality of information when it must reside or be transmitted through otherwise unsafe environments. Encryption is also used for "digital signatures" to authenticate the origin of messages or data. Encryption algorithms themselves are rarely used alone in practice. Rather, they are typically embedded into a larger security system to ensure their correct and consistent use, since a failure to do can compromise the security of other messages, even those that have been properly encrypted.Encryption is the conversion of data into a form, called a cipher text that cannot be easily understood by unauthorized people. Decryption is the process of converting encrypted data back into its original form, so it can be understood.
The use of encryption/decryption is as old as the art of communication. In wartime, a cipher, often incorrectly called a code, can be employed to keep the enemy from obtaining the contents of transmissions. (Technically, a code is a means of representing a signal without the intent of keeping it secret; examples are Morse code and ASCII.) Simple ciphers include the substitution of letters for numbers, the rotation of letters in the alphabet, and the "scrambling" of voice signals by inverting the sideband frequencies. More complex ciphers work according to sophisticated computer algorithms that rearranges the data bits in digital signals. In order to easily recover the contents of an encrypted signal, the correct decryption key is required. The key is an algorithm that undoes the work of the encryption algorithm. Alternatively, a computer can be used in an attempt to break the cipher. The more complex the encryption algorithm, the more difficult it becomes to eavesdrop on the communications without access to the key. Encryption/decryption is especially important in wireless communications. This is because wireless circuits are easier to tap than their hard-wired counterparts. Nevertheless, encryption/decryption is a good idea when carrying out any kind of sensitive transaction, such as a credit-card purchase online, or the discussion of a company secret between different departments in the organization. The stronger the cipher --that is, the harder it is for unauthorized people to break it --the better, in general. However, as the strength of encryption/decryption increases, so does the cost. Encryption algorithms consume a significant amount of computing resources such as CPU time, memory, and battery power. Battery power is subjected to the problem of energy consumption due to encryption algorithms. Battery technology is increasing at a slower rate than other technologies. This causes a battery gap [13, Cipher vs. Cryptogram-the term cipher is used to both describe an encryption system or code, and a message that has been encrypted.
A cryptogram is a message hidden in a code. For example, an encrypted email could be considered a cryptogram.
Cryptanalysis -the science of cracking codes.
Network encryption (network layer or network level encryption)
Network encryption (sometimes called network layer or network level encryption) is a network security process that applies crypto services at the network transfer layer -above the data link 
Popular Encryption Methods
DES the Data Encryption Standard has been in use for nearly thirty years, and despite many doubts about its true effectiveness the global banking community has relied on DES for decades to protect the daily financial transactions that we take for granted. But DES is no longer regarded as sufficiently secure, and has been replaced by a number of more secure alternatives.
3DES
Three-DES or Triple DES uses the basic DES algorithm, but encrypts data three times instead of once. It does offer significantly higher security than DES.
AES the Advanced Encryption Standard, or AES, was chosen by the NIST as the replacement for DES. After years of review and testing it is widely believed to be highly secure, and will remain that way for years to come.
Blowfish and Two fish both these algorithms were created by noted security expert Bruce
Schneier and are widely used in commercial encryption products. Both are highly regarded, and
while Blowfish provides a level of security adequate for data protection in a small business, Twofish provides considerably higher levels of security.
Block cipher
A block cipher is a method of encrypting text (to produce cipher text) in which a cryptographic key and algorithm are applied to a block of data (for example, 64 contiguous bits) at once as a group rather than to one bit at a time. The main alternative method, used much less frequently, is called the stream cipher. So that identical blocks of text do not get encrypted the same way in a message (which might make it easier to decipher the cipher text), it is common to apply the cipher text from the previous encrypted block to the next block in a sequence. So that identical messages encrypted on the same day do not produce identical cipher text, an initialization vector derived from a random number generator is combined with the text in the first block and the key. This ensures that all subsequent blocks result in cipher text that doesn't match that of the first encrypting.
Escrowed Encryption Standard (EES)
The Escrowed Encryption Standard (EES) is a standard for encrypted communications that was 
Stream cipher
A stream cipher is a method of encrypting text (to produce cipher text) in which a cryptographic key and algorithm are applied to each binary digit in a data stream, one bit at a time. This method is not much used in modern cryptography. The main alternative method is the block cipher in which a key and algorithm are applied to blocks of data rather than individual bits in a stream.
Data Encryption Standard (DES)
Data Encryption Standard (DES) is a widely-used method of data encryption using a private (secret) key that was judged so difficult to break by the U.S. government that it was restricted for exportation to other countries. There are 72,000,000,000,000,000 (72 quadrillion) or more possible encryption keys that can be used. For each given message, the key is chosen at random from among this enormous number of keys. Like other private key cryptographic methods, both the sender and the receiver must know and use the sameprivate key.
DES applies a 56-bit key to each 64-bit block of data. The process can run in several modes and involves 16 rounds or operations. Although this is considered "strong" encryption, many companies use "triple DES", which applies three keys in succession. This is not to say that a DES-encrypted message cannot be "broken." Early in 1997, Rivest-Shamir-Adleman, owners of another encryption approach, offered a $10,000 reward for breaking a DES message. A cooperative effort on the Internet of over 14,000 computer users trying out various keys finally deciphered the message, discovering the key after running through only 18 quadrillion of the 72 quadrillion possible keys! Few messages sent today with DES encryption are likely to be subject to this kind of code-breaking effort.
Uses of Encryption
Encryption can be used in several different ways as summarized below. In addition to the characteristics of a particular encryption algorithm that are required to support a given use, the Message Encryption This is the traditional use of cryptography. Blocks of text are encrypted as units. This is the normal way in which email is encrypted.
Digital Signatures
Authenticating who sent a message is often useful. In the public key scheme, the secret decryption key can be used to encrypt, allowing the non-secret encryption key to be used to decrypt. Since only the secret key holder is presumed to have the secret key, only he could have encrypted/signed the message. Anyone can check the digital signature by applying the non-secret key. Secret, signed messages can be obtained by digitally signing with your secret key, then encrypting using the recipient's non-secret key.
Stream Encryption Some encryption schemes increase security by varying the key for separate packets of a long message. Often, the key is computed from previous packets. As long as all packets ultimately arrive, this works, but if packets are lost, subsequent packages are not decrypt able. Various synchronizations can be used to minimize the loss. This is particularly an issue for potential encryption of audio or video where the underlying transport will drop packets when load gets high.
File Encryption. Various encryption algorithms have been applied to files and databases. The main issue here is one of packaging the encryption naturally into normal file access and managing keys when a key may need to be used for a long time after it was originally used to encrypt.
Electronic Cash
Cryptography is used to create unforgeable "electronic cash" tokens. Tokens include a serial number that can be decrypted (and saved) by the bank accepting the token. Reuse 
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Encryption algorithms are generally rated by how much effort (time, processing power) is required to crack them based under a number of assumptions. These include amount of encrypted text available, whether the basic algorithm is known to the attacker, and whether encrypted text can be matched with its corresponding plaintext. In most cases, it is assumed that the attacker has access to all of these. In general, attacks can be made more time consuming by increasing key length. Generically, it is easy to increase key length as the attacker's power grows (due to faster computers); however, if the encryption is done in hardware this is not feasible. Even if this is possible, increasing key length requires that all users obtain new keys. The difficulties of key management are discussed below. Because given enough time a key will be discovered, the long term viability of an encryption requires that the key be changed periodically. The stronger the encryption, the less frequently keys must be changed to prevent attack. In general, because of increasing computing power, it is safest to assume that a message is not breakable only during a 
Key Management
To communicate, both sender and receiver need to share encryption/decryption keys (these may or may not be the same; see public vs. private). The dissemination of keys is of critical importance, since it is both cumbersome and a major source of vulnerability. There must be a way for a sender to let a receiver know the decryption key and to change that key as often as is dictated by the strength of the encryption (see tStrength). Key use must be synchronized so that both sender and receiver are using the same key for a communication. Messages intended for groups require the same key for all group members. Keys are also usually changed periodically in case the key was inadvertently divulged. This channel must be secure (private and verifiable), so that the key is not divulged in transit and so that it is possible to know that the key was obtained from the correct source to prevent "spoofing" (pretending to be someone else in order to steal a message by getting them to encrypt the message to you rather than the real recipient). 
E-mail Encryption
Today there are a lot of people acting as snoops. These people can take the form of hackers, private detectives, employees of various governments some being straight out and out dictatorships or monarchy run governments, kidnappers, ISP's, blackmailers and whomever. It seems that snooping has become a sport in a way. What we have done is establish a fewmethods for you to communicate with us securely. Securely means using serious encryption that would take decades to crack. Hush mail is a secure email provider. This means that when the email leaves your computer it is encrypted so anyone snooping on your email with packet sniffers or other methods will only get gibberish, nothing meaningful. The hush server delivers the mail. If the person has a hush mail account the message will automatically be unencrypted. If they have a regular email address the message will arrive unencrypted. This gives you a way to send us email including file attachments without exposing any private material. 
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The proposed scheme is Different Chaotic systems are employed in confusion and diffusion stages. Also complex chaotic maps are chosen rather than the simple ones to further enhance the complexity of the algorithm and thereby improving the security. The input to the cryptosystem is the plain image which is to be encrypted. Architecture of proposed Chaos based image cryptosystem. The first stage is the confusion stage and the second one is the diffusion stage.
Among the three chaotic dynamic systems namely Lorenz, Chen and LU one is selected by the system parameter which is obtained from the key and it is applied to the digital color image encryption because of higher secrecy of high-dimension chaotic system. The second step of the encryption process is to encrypt the shuffled image by changing its pixel values based on one of the three high-dimensional chaotic systems (Lorenz, hen and LU). This is referred to as the diffusion stage. The initial conditions and the control parameters used to generate the chaos sequence in both the stages serve as the secret key in the two stages. The resulting image is the Cipher image. Separate key is used for permutation and diffusion stages of the encryption process to improve security of the algorithm.
Decryption System
The decryption system is illustrated in the Figure. The First stage in the decryption process is the diffused imaged encryption stage. In the encryption process, the pixel value diffusion was carried out with any one of the three chaotic systems. Therefore, in the decryption process to retrieve the original pixel values, again any one of the chaotic system (Lorenz, Chen, Lu) is employed in the first stage of decryption. The first stage of decryption process uses the three dimensional sequence generated by any one of the chaotic system .It is a kind of high-dimensional maps and complex enough the initial conditions that were used in the encryption process should be used here and this serves as the decryption key for the first stage. Second, in the encryption process, the pixel position permutation was carried out with any one of the chaotic system. The initial The Internet is a notoriously insecure network. Anything send across internet can be easily snooped upon. This is of particular concern when highly confidential information, such as corporate data and credit card numbers, is transmitted across the Internet. Another related concern is that it can be difficult to know whether the person sending the information, is really who he says is he. Several ways have been developed to solve these problems. At the heart of them is Encryption, it is technique of altering information so to anyone other than the intended recipient it will look like meaningless garble. When the recipient gets the information, it needs to be decrypted that is, turned back into the original message by the recipient, and only by the recipient. In the Encrypted IP voice call this digitized voice data is transformed into Cipher text form using encryption techniques. Hence, the encrypted voice call is much secured as compared to VOIP.
Design encrypted IP Voice Call
Design specifies the logical structure of a research project and the plan will be followed in its execution. Suppose A want to communicate with B through secured voice communication. A and B must have android based mobile handsets with J2ME (proposed) application installed on it which is responsible for encrypted voice communication. [3] , [6]  The mobile handsets need to be registered at SIP server.
 When A calls B the application installed on mobile handsets will convert it into encrypted data.
 The encrypted data will travel through GPRS channels.
 The SIP server will route the call to the registered recipient B. 10-Doing XOR between (b1 and b2) as: [8] 11-Doing XOR between the (b and 256) as: [9] Steps for Decryption of Images 1-Taking each 2 vertically adjacent bits from the beginning of the image (b1, b2)
2-Doing XOR between (b1 and b2) as:
3-Doing XOR between the (b and 256) as:
4-Resegmenting the image into blocks each block is a matrix (4*4)
5-Doing the tract substitutes for each block in the image by converting the row to the column. 
10-Repeating the same step no. (9) for every 7 bits in the same block. 
Conclusion
The image and VoIP encryption and decryption algorithm is designed and implemented to provide confidentiality and security in transmission of the image based data as well as in storage and the secure VoIP calls. The encryption described in this paper might not be comparable to well-known encryption algorithms but its simplicity and availability proves the efficiency that fit the need and the requirement of security.
